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One of the most important qualities that a practitioner of artistic endeavors can possess is that
of curiosity. The spark that impels one to see whatʼs out there, to find out and to know more is
much the same as that impulse that sets the artist on the pathway towards creation.
This sort of inquisitiveness is a quality that Jamie Breiwick shares with the subject of his musical
investigations on this recording, trumpeter and multi-instrumentalist Don Cherry. For the
peripatetic Cherry, upending the jazz trumpet tradition as musical co-conspirator in Ornette
Colemanʼs revolutionary quartet was only the beginning of a wide ranging and well traveled
arc of discovery; his explorations resulted in an incredible body of genre-defying music that
influenced not only jazz musicians but creators in every corner of the music world. Breiwick has
been an intrepid explorer in his own sphere, conducting heartfelt and knowing investigations
of the intersection where classic jazz vocabulary and contemporary sensibility meet in band
projects such as the Lesser Lakes Trio, as well as most convincingly essaying the music of such
an iconic figure as Thelonious Monk in his Dreamland project.
Awake, devoted to the compositions of Don Cherry, is another such accomplished foray by
Breiwick. In a program that includes both cherished favorites from the Cherry “songbook” such
as Art Deco and lesser-known (but no less influential) works such as Brown Rice, Jamie
abundantly exhibits the depth of his understanding of Cherryʼs music even as he showcases his
exuberant skill and creativity as an improvisor. His command of the the jazz trumpet continuum,
from vocabulary-based specificity to the gestural and illusive approach pioneered by Cherry,
is comprehensive, organic, and swinging! The imaginative treatment of Cherryʼs work by Jamie,
in the company of the excellent bass/drums duo of Tim Ipsen and Devin Drobka, similarly shows
Jamieʼs desire to make fresh, non-cliched music using the full range of what he hears and likes.
Whenever Iʼm in my hometown of Milwaukee, I make it a point to seek out Jamie on one of his
gigs, and each time afresh I marvel at how much music he knows, how well he plays, and how
dang enjoyable it is to listen to him. Listening to this album, a most worthy addition to his
expanding recorded oeveure, pleasantly reminds me of the brilliance of this estimable
musicianʼs work. I invite you to listen to the music of Awake and enjoy its many splendors, as a
prelude to a continuing engagement with the art of this important voice from the heartland.
- Brian Lynch, 2019
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Miles and Wynton both agree…
Don Cherry is important.

– Miles Davis
by Leonard Feather, Down Beat
Vo l u m e 5 8 N o . 12
first published by Down Beat,
J u n e 19 6 4

-Wynton Marsalis, inter viewed by
Will Layman for Pop Matters,
A p r i l 2 016
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s a young student of the trumpet, my sound reference was probably the
same as most: Miles Davis, Freddie Hubbard, Clifford Brown, Lee Morgan, etc.
Long before I understood anything about theory, harmony, and history – the
sound and feel of these masters were ingrained in my head. In college, as I
discovered more and more music and got deeper and deeper into studying,
eventually I came across Ornette Coleman, and thusly, Don Cherry. I did not
understand Don Cherry.
To my uninitiated ears, he sounded sloppy, lazy, amateurish even. All I could
hear were the missed notes, the blurred phrasing, the out-of-tune pocket
trumpet, limited range… I didnʼt get it. Cherry was the butt of the joke even,
kind of a jab, amongst musicians on the scene – inferring he was someone who
“couldnʼt play”. Man, was I way off.
The first time I truly appreciated Don Cherry was upon listening to the 1960
Ornette Coleman record Change of the Century on Atlantic Records. A
particular favorite tune of mine was “Ramblin'” – oddly enough (and an
embarrassing discovery) I thought "Ramblinʼ" was a David Sanborn tune.
Sanborn recorded a funk version of it on 1992ʼs Upfront, in Eb rather than the
original Ornette key of D (presumably much easier on the alto in the
transposed key of C than B!). I first realized upon really listening to Change
of the Century, indeed, Cherry “could play”. Upon deeper listening, tunes like
“Ramblin'”, “Bird Food”, “Una Muy Bonita”, and “Free” had all the swing,
blues, soul and sophistication of bebop while at the same time allowing the
space, harmonic freedom and creativity that fit Ornetteʼs musical concept.
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Another important discovery for me was the 1962 Sonny Rollins album Our
Man in Jazz at the recommendation of a friend. On Our Man in Jazz it is
evident that Rollins is intrigued by Ornetteʼs innovations of the early 60ʼs so
much that he hires Cherry and Billy Higgins. It is a live “standards” record, but
certainly Rollins is exploring a new improvisatory vocabulary clearly outside
the bebop dialect of his recordings to date. Rollins takes long, wildly
intervallic, and rhythmically free solos. Contrastingly, Cherryʼs solos are all
extremely melodic, and succinct – each a masterclass in economy and melody.
It is almost funny how surprisingly “inside” his solos are. It is clear on this
record that Cherryʼs early influences of Fats Navarro and Clifford Brown are
as much a part of his identity as Ornette Coleman and Cecil Taylor.
"On this date, he employs the equally impressive Don
Cherry on trumpet, who was playing with the Ornette

When I started a deep dive into Thelonious Monkʼs music several years ago,

Coleman quartet at the time, drummer Billy Higgins,

part of my study was to check as many other artists who dug into Monk as well.

who played with both Coleman and Monk, and

One particular record that became a fast favorite was Steve Lacyʼs 1962

bassist Carl Brown. Cherry proved capable of playing

recording of Monk compositions, Evidence. Any questions of Cherryʼs

outside the jagged lines he formulated with Coleman,
being just as complementary and exciting in Monkʼs

musicianship are utterly destroyed here as he tackles such gnarly Monk

arena with Lacy.”

melodies as “Who Knows” and “Evidence” with ease, as well as improvising

Al Campbell, for Allmusic on Evidence

flawlessly on Monkʼs music with no piano-as-crutch to rely on.
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“I think the improvising, the solos were more
disturbing or advance for people to hear, but
the compositions were so melodic I think thatʼs
what brought the people in close to the music.
There was an audience of people that loved it
or they didnʼt like it and felt intimidated by the
music. With musicians that was one kind of
reaction, because the musicians would judge
this kind of music by what they were doing”.
Don Cherry, interviewed by Greg Bridges for JazzNow Magazine,
August 1994
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“When I worked with Don Cherry, one of
the things he said was: ʻStyle can be the
death of creativity if you think your style is
greater than any other.ʼ”
Hamid Drake on Don Cherry, interviewed by Mike Devlin,
for Times Columnist, September 2017
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“I remember when Max came out there with Clifford
Brown and I met him and became close with him and he
really helped me a lot. I mean he always said that to
play a trumpet you have to really be in shape like an
athlete, and he was that way. And he used to say if
youʼre reaching for high notes and you miss them, go
back and keep going back and keep going back again.
And they would play, when they opened up, that group,
they would play songs like “Jordu” and “Daahoud”. I
would call Brownie up the next day and he would give
me the chords over the telephone so I could practice
them.”
Don Cherry, interviewed by Ben Sidran on “Talking Jazz”
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“He was criticized often because of his
technical… not, perfection, you know. I
mean, he wasnʼt Clifford Brown, you know
but he had a great musical mind. And he
was a very, very, very unique player.”
Sonny Rollins on Don Cherry, from The Jazz Video Guy
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